
Adventure in Australia 

 

On 25th December we, Mia ,Maja, Maik and Ben, were on our trip to New Zealand, because we were 

best friends. Mia was 19, Ben was 18, Maja was 20 and Maik was 19, too. 

We made this trip, because after our A-levels everyone wanted to go to another city and so we 

made a last big thing together. And after one week our last big thing together had ended. We all 

wanted to go back and so we boarded the plane. The plane started the engine and after a few 

minutes we were in the air. But suddenly, 20 km above Australia, the engine stopped working. We 

all had a shock! The plane crashed. We were the only people who survived. But in the plane was 

food and a water filter. Then we started to think positively. We were in a desert, had enough food 

for one week and we had a water filter. We had tent, too. But there was one problem. All the other 

people were dead! Everyone! After a few minutes Mia realized the situation first. She said "Oh my 

God! All the other people are dead!" She was so shocked. But then Ben said, "Look there is an 

oasis." We all ran to the oasis and Ben filtered some water with the water filter and Maja tried 

the water and said, "Mmmh!" Ben tried the water, too and thought, "That is the best water I ever 

tasted." And after that we ate something and the sun went down. We all went to bed. The next day 

started and we all got up. The breakfast was better than we thought. But after breakfast we saw 

a kangaroo. 

It was hurt. Its bone was broken. Mia ran to the plane and got the first aid kit. Maik helped the 

kangaroo get better and they became best friends. We called the kangaroo Timmy. But then we 

looked for the jungle in order to get home. It was a long trip. In the night we started our walk. 

Timmy showed us where we had to go. But then we saw the jungle. 

The jungle was big. Timmy stopped to jump. He took his head down to say thank you. We said thank 

you too, hugged him and then we went into the jungle. Suddenly we all stopped. Then we took each 

other´s hands and started to go on walking. We saw a lot of plants, scary animals and we heard a 

lot of noises. But then, suddenly we heard a rustle next to us. Then it was on the other side, 

behind us and then it stopped. We were very scared. Slowly we turned around. And what we saw 

was crazy. It was a savage. He was tall and very scary. He took Mia´s hand and then he ran. Ben, 

Maja and Maik followed Mia and the savage. "Hey! Stop!", Mia shouted. She wanted to hit the 

savage, but it was not so easy. After a while we saw the camp of the scary man. "Wow...", Ben said. 

The savage stopped and pushed Mia forward. "Let me go!" Mia cried. " Hey! What´s happened?" a 

tall woman with paintings in her face came to us. "These kids here disturbed me while I was 

hunting", the savage said. "What?! We didn´t even know that you were here", Maja said. " Jim!”, 

the woman said, "What are the kids doing in the jungle?"- "Our plane crashed. All the other people 



are dead. We need your help!" Maja said. " Okay you can live with us for a while."-" Really? Wow, 

thank you!" Mia smiled. "We have a broken walky-talky. When you help us to repair it, you can use 

it.”, the woman said,” My name is Amber. Welcome to the jungle!” – “My name is Mia. This is Ben. 

This is Maja and this is Maik.” From that day, we lived there for several weeks. It was amazing! We 

learned to speak their language. And in the afternoon, we sang and danced around the fire. Ben 

learned to hunt and Maik helped to repair the walky-talky. But then it was the last day. ”Mia! Maja! 

Ben! The walky-talky is working!” Maik shouted. We ran to him and Amber. We were very happy 

because we could phone Maja´s uncle, and he booked the flight tickets for us. We had to go to the 

next town. Every day we were a bit happier. At the town Maja´s uncle waited and gave us the 

flight tickets. Then we flew home: We were happy, but we missed Amber, Jim and Timmy. After all 

that time we had started to like them. It was very exciting and the best trip ever! 
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